ONLINE CHESS CLASSES FOR KIDS
Designed by Grandmasters

MEET YOUR GRANDMASTERS

GM RB RAMESH
Super Coach of India
Grandmaster Rema Ramesh is an Indian chess grandmaster from Chennai who won the 2002 British Championship and the 2007...

WGM AARTHIE RAMASWAMY
Woman Grandmaster, 2003
Woman Grandmaster Aarthie Ramaswamy is an Indian chess player. She was awarded the title Woman Grandmaster by FIDE in...

WINNERS AT HOBSpace

AARAV SADNOOR
Winner
Wisconsin State Junior Open Chess Championship for the year 2021-22

AUNDRÉ
Secured 1st in U1300 and 8th in U1600 FIDE
Charlotte Open Blitz Chess Championship in Pineville, North Carolina

TANUSH DOKKA
Secured Top 10 rank
National K-12 championship 2021-Orlando

SRI DIYA K...
Secured 3rd...
56th Annual A Scholastic Chess Competition
WHY HOBSPACE?

Curated by Grandmasters
One-on-One Classes
Fun & Interactive Learning
Fortnightly Tournaments

HOBSPACE REVIEWS

ARNAV GUPTA
Winner of the first grand chess tournament

Arnav's mother: This was a very competitive tournament for the kids of his age. The entire process was streamlined. All the participants were very competitive and Arnav enjoyed the play very much.

FAQS

Who can attend HobSpace chess classes?
Any child in the age group of 5 to 14 years is eligible to enroll for the HobSpace chess course. Our chess classes begin with a simple assessment to identify which level is the child fit to start learning the game. Kids learn rules & terminology, piece values, tactics, checkmates. They also play fortnightly tournaments and stand a chance to win exciting prizes! The child should have his/her personal device (laptop/desktop) to attend the LIVE online classes. At the moment, we do not provide the devices/infrastructure.

Are HobSpace chess classes conducted LIVE online?

How many levels are taught in HobSpace chess classes?

My child wants to learn chess from the basics. Is your demo-cum-assessment still relevant for him if he has no prior knowledge of chess?

How can I book a free chess assessment class at HobSpace?